
KNM promotion conditions and rules (win) competitions 

Below you will find the terms and conditions that apply to all competitions of the Royal Dutch Mint. 

1. Giveaways are issued by the Royal Dutch Mint in Utrecht. At all competitions these 

promotion conditions and rules apply. By participating in the contest, the Participant agrees 

with the following conditions. 

2. Participation in promotions is free. 

3. Each participant can participate in an action at most once. 

4. Participants are obliged to provide correct, current and complete information when 

participating to a contest or contest.  

5. Participants must comply with the Advertising Code Social Media. 

6. The duration of the action is indicated in the description of the action. 

7. To participate, a participant must have a minimum age of 18 and reside in the Netherlands. 

All other participants are excluded from participation. 

8. The winner's draw is written out with each action. With multiple winners the winner will be 

arbitrary and impartial chosen by employees of the Royal Dutch Mint. 

9. Winners will be personally informed via the e-mail address within 5 working days after 

closing an action who participated in the promotion or the Social Media account. 

10. The Royal Dutch Mint can, at its discretion and without prior notice, change or modify 

promotional conditions during the promotional period, without stating the reason for the 

change or adjust action unless this leads to the disadvantage of the participant. 

11. There will be no correspondence about results. 

12. Prices are not exchangeable for money or other goods. 

13. If gambling tax has to be paid, the Royal Dutch Mint will take care of this. 

14. Employees of the Royal Dutch Mint are excluded from participation. 

15. The personal data acquired in the context of promotions will only be used by the Royal Dutch 

Mint for the relevant action and are not provided to third parties. 

16. In the cases where these conditions do not provide, a decision will be taken by the Royal 

Dutch Mint. 

17. The Royal Dutch Mint acts with its actions in accordance with the Gedragscode Promotionele 

Kansspelen from 1 January 2014. 

18. Dutch law applies to these terms and conditions. 

19. Participants who do not meet the above conditions can be excluded from participation. 

20. Promotions and promotions are not sponsored, endorsed or managed by Facebook. 

Facebook is not responsible for losing, damaging, injuring or any disappointment caused by 

things related to the contest. 

21. For questions and / or complaints, contact can be made with the Royal Dutch Mint Customer 

service via:  +31 30 2910 410 or by e-mail via klantenservice@knm.nl, subject: KNM 

conditions and game rules (win) promotions 

 


